When we are faced with challenging image classification tasks, we often explain our reasoning by dissecting the image, and pointing out prototypical aspects of one class or another. The mounting evidence for each of the classes helps us make our final decision. In this work, we introduce a deep network architecture that reasons in a similar way: the network dissects the image by finding prototypical parts, and combines evidence from the prototypes to make a final classification. The model thus reasons in a way that is qualitatively similar to the way ornithologists, physicians, geologists, architects, and others would explain to people on how to solve challenging image classification tasks. The network uses only image-level labels for training, meaning that there are no labels for parts of images. We demonstrate our method on the CUB-200-2011 dataset and the CBIS-DDSM dataset. Our experiments show that our interpretable network can achieve comparable accuracy with its analogous standard non-interpretable counterpart as well as other interpretable deep models.
Introduction
How would you describe why the image in Our model compares these prototypical parts with a test image (leftmost), and generates heat maps (in the third column) that indicate how similar each prototypical part resembles part of the test bird. The original test image is replicated (in the fourth column) beside each heat map for easy reference of which part of the original image is activated by each prototype.
sparrow or a clay colored sparrow. When we describe how we classify images, we might focus on parts of the image and compare them with prototypical parts of images from a given class. This method of reasoning is commonly used in difficult identification tasks: for example, radiologists compare suspected tumors in X-ray scans with prototypical tumor images for diagnosis of cancer. The question is whether we can ask a machine learning algorithm to imitate this way of thinking, in order to explain its reasoning process to humans in a way that they can understand.
The goal of this work is to define a form of interpretability in image processing (this looks like that) that agrees with the way humans describe their own thinking in classification tasks. In this work, we introduce a network architecture that accommodates this definition of interpretability, where the comparison of image parts to learned prototypes is integral to the way our network reasons about new examples -our learning algorithm selects, from the training set, a limited number of prototypical parts that are useful in classifying a new image, and learns an internal notion of distance for comparing parts of the new image to those learned prototypes. Given a new bird image as in Figure 1 , our model is able to identify several parts of the image where it thinks that this identified part of the image looks like that prototypical part of some training image, and makes its prediction based on a weighted combination of the similarity scores between parts of the image and the learned prototypes. In this way, our model is interpretable, in the sense that it has a transparent reasoning process that is actually used to make predictions. Our experiments show that interpretability can be gained without losing much accuracy: our interpretable network can achieve comparable accuracy with its analogous non-interpretable counterpart and other interpretable deep models, on datasets such as CUB-200-2011 [36] .
Related Work
Our work relates to (but constrasts with) those that perform posthoc interpretability analysis for trained networks. In posthoc analysis, one interprets a trained network by fitting explanations to how the network performs classification. There are two general approaches to understanding networks posthoc: one is class-specific activation maximization [8, 12, 15, 35, 23, 30, 39] , and the other is inputspecific posthoc visualization such as deconvolution [40] and gradient-based saliency visualization [30, 33, 32, 27] . All of these posthoc visualization methods do not explain the reasoning process of how a network actually makes its decisions. In contrast, our network has a built-in case-based reasoning process, and the explanations generated by our network are actually used during classification and are not created posthoc.
Our work relates closely to works that build interpretability into deep neural networks. Attention mechanisms that identify the most relevant parts of an input for various tasks have been integrated into neural networks: various methods have been proposed to jointly train networks with integrated class-specific attention maps [24, 43] . There are also works that not only identify the important parts but also make use of them directly for classification: these works usually "single" out the important parts and use only these parts in the downstream reasoning process. They either use heavy supervision to locate the most relevant parts for classification (e.g. [41, 13, 44] ), or rely on an auxiliary (pre-trained) network to extract image patches for unsupervised identification of important parts (e.g. [29, 38] ), or propose a number of candidate parts using selective search-based region proposal network [34, 11, 10, 26] or Monte Carlo sampling [18] . However, none of these works learn prototypical cases for comparison and prediction as we do in our work.
Recently there have also been attempts to quantify the interpretability of visual representations learned by a convolutional neural network (CNN). Bau et al. proposed the network dissection framework that uses the overlap between the receptive field of top activations and regions corresponding to labeled visual concepts as a measure of the interpretability of the convolutional unit [2] . Zhang et al. used this measure of interpretability and proposed architectural modifications to traditional CNNs [42] . These are useful, but to quantitatively measure the interpretability of a convolutional unit in a network requires fine-grained labeling for a significantly large dataset specific to the purpose of the network. While Bau et al. have built the Broden dataset for scene/object classification networks [2] , this dataset is not well-suited to measure the unit interpretability of a network trained for fine-grained classification or medical applications, because the concepts detected by that network may not be present in the Broden dataset. Hence, in our work, we do not focus on quantifying unit interpretability of our network, but instead look at the reasoning process of our network which is qualitatively similar to that of humans. We do not aim to compare everything identified in the image to a known, labeled, visual concept; instead, we aim to pinpoint parts of the image that are important and similar to prototypical parts of images from a class.
Our network architecture includes a prototype layer that replaces the conventional inner product with the squared L 2 distance computation. This is not new [9] , but in our work we require the filters to be identical to the latent representation of some training image patch. This added constraint allows us to interpret the filters as prototypical parts of images from different classes, and also necessitates a more specialized training procedure for our network. We implement the squared L 2 distance computation using the conventional inner product convolution, as described in [22] .
Our work also relates closely to other prototype classification techniques in machine learning [25, 3, 14, 5] . It relates closely to Branson et al. (2014) [4] , who used a greedy facility location algorithm to identify a set of prototypes for use in bird species identification. However, their prototypes are whole images in the pixel space and do not involve parts of images. Our work relates most closely to Li et al. [19] , who proposed a network architecture that builds case-based reasoning into a neural network. However, their model requires a decoder for visualizing prototypes, and when trained on datasets of natural images such as CUB-200-2011, the decoder fails to produce realistically looking prototype images. In contrast, our model does not require a decoder for prototype visualization. It projects ("pushes") the latent representations of prototypes onto the closest latent representations of training image patches, and uses those training image patches for prototype visualization. The removal of the decoder also facilitates the training of our network, leading to better explanations and better accuracy. Unlike Li et al., whose model requires the prototypes to have exactly the same shape as the latent representations of images, the prototypes in our model can have much smaller spatial dimensions than the latent representations of images in general, which means that our prototypes are prototypical parts of images. This allows for more finegrained comparisons because different parts of an image can now be compared to different prototypes. Moreover, in our work, we also associate each prototype with a class, and use a different training objective (the clustering cost and the separation cost are both new to our work) and a more elaborate training scheme than Li et al. to cluster image patches of a particular class around the prototypes of the same class, while separating image patches of different classes. The result is a more meaningful latent space for comparison with prototypical parts, which also leads to improved explanations and improved accuracy over Li et al.
Case Study 1: Bird Species Identification
In this case study, we will introduce the architecture and the training procedure of our interpretable network in the context of bird species identification, and provide a detailed walk-through of how our network classifies a new bird image and explains its prediction. We trained and evaluated our interpretable network using the CUB-200-2011 dataset [36] of color images of 200 bird species. Since the dataset has only about 30 images per class, we performed offline data augmentation using random rotation, skew, shear, distortion, and left-right flip to enlarge the training set, so that each class has approximately 1200 training images. We trained our network on both full images and images cropped using the bounding box annotations provided with the dataset. Figure 2 gives an overview of the architecture of our interpretable network. Our network consists of a regular convolutional neural network f , whose filters and biases are collectively denoted by α conv , followed by a prototype layer g p and a fully connected layer h with weight matrix α h and no bias. For the regular convolutional network f , we use the first 13 convolutional layers (with max-pooling) of the VGG-16 network [31] pretrained on ImageNet [7] , followed by two additional 1 × 1 convolutional layers in our experiments. Given an input image x (such as the clay colored sparrow in Figure 2 ), the convolutional layers of our model extract useful features f (x) for prediction. Let H × W × D be the shape of the convolutional output f (x). The network learns m prototypes P = {p j } m j=1 , whose shape is
Network Architecture
Since the depth of each prototype is the same as that of the convolutional output but the height and the width of each prototype is less than or equal to those of the convolutional output, each prototype will be used to represent some prototypical activation pattern in a patch of the convolutional output, which in turn corresponds to some prototypical image patch in the original pixel space. Hence, each prototype p j can be understood as the latent representation of some prototypical part of some bird image in this case study. As a schematic illustration, the first prototype p 1 in Figure 2 corresponds to the head of a clay colored sparrow, and the second prototype p 2 the head of a field sparrow. Given a convolutional output z = f (x), the j-th prototype unit g pj in the prototype layer g p computes the squared L 2 distances between the j-th prototype p j and all patches of z that have the same shape as p j , and inverts the distances into similarity scores. The result is an activation map of similarity scores whose value indicates how strong a prototypical part is present in the image. This activation map preserves the spatial relation of the convolutional output (e.g. the upper-left value in the activation map is the similarity score between the upperleft patch of z and the prototype), and can be upsampled to the size of the input image to produce a heat map that identifies which part of the input image is most similar to the learned prototype. The activation map of similarity scores produced by each prototype unit g pj is then reduced using global max pooling to a single similarity score, which can be understood as how strongly a prototypical part is present in some patch of the input image. In Figure 2 , the similarity score between the first prototype p 1 , which corresponds to the head of a clay colored sparrow, and the most activated (upper-right) patch of the input image of a clay colored sparrow is 1.993, and the similarity score between the second prototype p 2 , which corresponds to the head of a field sparrow, and the most activated patch of the input image is 0.697. This shows that our model finds that the head of a clay colored sparrow has a stronger presence than that of a field sparrow in the input image. Mathematically, the prototype unit g pj computes the following:
Hence, if the output of the j-th prototype unit g pj is large, then there is a patch in the convolutional output that is very close to the j-th prototype in the latent space, and this in turn means that there is a patch in the input image that has a similar concept to what the j-th prototype represents.
Finally, the m similarity scores produced by the prototype layer g p are multiplied by the weight matrix α h in the fully connected layer h to produce the output logits for classification. Figure 2 . The network architecture.
Training Algorithm
The training procedure of our interpretable network is divided into three stages: (1) stochastic gradient descent of the layers before the fully connected last layer h; (2) projection of the prototypes p j onto the closest latent representations of training image patches from the same class as that of p j ; (3) convex optimization of the last layer h.
Stochastic Gradient Descent of Layers before the Last Layer
In the first training stage, we aim to learn a meaningful latent space where the most important patches for classifying images are clustered around prototypes associated with their own classes, and those important patches from different classes will be separated into distinct clusters. To achieve this goal, we jointly optimize the convolutional layers f , and the prototype layer g p , which stores a set of prototypes P = {p j } m j=1 , using stochastic gradient descent, while keeping the fully connected last layer h fixed. Let
be the training set of images, with labels y i ∈ {1, ..., K} for i ∈ {1, ..., n}. We allocate a pre-determined number of prototypes for each class, so that every class will be represented by some prototypes in the final model, and no class will be left out. Let P k ⊆ P be the subset of prototypes that are allocated to class k: these prototypes should capture the most relevant parts or semantic concepts for identifying images of class k.
The optimization problem we aim to solve in this training stage is:
The cross entropy loss penalizes misclassification on the training data and encourages accuracy. The cluster cost (Clst) and the separation cost (Sep) are defined by
For a given training image of class k, the cluster cost penalizes large distance between the closest pair of patches and class k prototypes, and the separation cost penalizes small distance between the closest pair of patches and non-class k prototypes. Hence, the minimization of the cluster cost encourages each training image to have some patch whose latent representation is close to at least one prototype associated with its own class, while the minimization of the separation cost encourages every patch of a training image to stay away from the prototypes not associated with its own class in the latent space. These terms shape the latent space into a clustering structure, which facilitates the L 2 distance based classification of our network.
In this training stage, we also fix the fully connected last layer h with weight matrix α h as follows. Let α (k,j) h be the (k, j)-th entry in α h that corresponds to the weight connection between the output of the j-th prototype unit g pj and the logit of class k. Given a class k, we set α (k,j) h = 1 for all j with p j ∈ P k and α (k,j) h = −0.5 for all j with p j ∈ P k . Intuitively, the positive connection between a class k prototype and the class k logit means that similarity to a class k prototype increases the predicted probability that the image belongs to class k, and the negative connection between a non-class k prototype and the class k logit means that similarity to a non-class k prototype decreases the predicted probability that the image belongs to class k. By fixing the fully connected last layer h in this way, we can force the network to learn a meaningful latent space because if a patch of a class k image is too close to a non-class k prototype in the latent space, it will decrease the predicted probability that the image belongs to class k and, as a result, increase the cross entropy loss in the training objective.
Note that both the separation cost and the negative connection between a non-class k prototype and the class k logit encourage prototypes of class k to represent semantic concepts that are characteristic of class k but not of other classes: if a class k prototype represents a semantic concept that is also present in a non-class k image, this non-class k image will highly activate that class k prototype , and this will be penalized by increased (i.e. less negative) separation cost and increased cross entropy (as a result of the negative connection). The separation cost is new to this paper, and it has not been explored by previous works that involve prototype learning (cf. [4, 19] ).
Projection of Prototypes
In order to visualize the prototypes as training image patches, we project ("push") each prototype p j onto the latent representation of some training image patch after the first training stage is complete. In this way we can conceptually equate each prototype with a training image patch, and visualize it by finding that training image patch in the original pixel space. Note that we cannot simply push each prototype p j onto the closest latent representation of training image patches from any class, because we are associating each prototype with some prototypical part of a particular class. Therefore, we push each prototype p j onto the closest latent representation of training image patches from the same class as that of p j . Mathematically, this projection stage amounts to setting each prototype p j to arg minz ∈Zj z − p j 2 2 , where Z j is the set of training image patches from class k with p j ∈ P k in the latent space:
where k satisfies p j ∈ P k }.
Convex Optimization of Last Layer
In the last training stage, we perform a convex optimization on the weight matrix α h of the fully connected last layer h. The goal of this stage is to adjust the last layer connection α (k,j) h between the output of the j-th prototype unit g pj and the logit of class k, so that for all k and for all j with p j ∈ P k , our final model has the sparsity property α (k,j) h ≈ 0 (remember that this was fixed at −0.5 in the previous stages). This sparsity property is desirable because having this property means that our model relies less on a negative reasoning process of the form "this bird is of class k because it is not of class k (it contains a patch that is not prototypical of class k), " to reach its final prediction. Mathematically, the optimization problem we aim to solve in this training stage is as follows:
This optimization is convex because we fix all the parameters from the convolutional and prototype layers. This also further improves accuracy after prototype projection without changing the learned latent space and prototypes.
Accuracy
The accuracy of our interpretable network is compared to that of the baseline VGG-16 model and previous works on interpretable image classification models in Table 1 . [4] 75.7 -Required GoogLeNet-GAP [43] 63.0 70. 5 Not needed * The accuracy figures for VGG-16 are provided by [20] .
The "Acc." column in Table 1 gives the accuracy of the respective model trained without using bounding box annotations of the dataset, and the "Acc. (on bb)" column gives the accuracy of the respective model trained on images cropped using the bounding box annotations. As we can see, the accuracy of our interpretable network is comparable with that of the baseline (non-interpretable) VGG-16 model: there is no loss in accuracy when trained without using bounding box annotations, and the loss in accuracy is less than 2% when trained on cropped images. More strikingly, when compared against other interpretable image classification models that require supervised learning of parts [41, 13, 4] , our network can still achieve comparable accuracy (and find meaningful parts in most cases) without heavy supervision to locate the most important parts for classification during model training. This is desirable because a lot of real-world datasets do not come with annotated parts, and it is expensive to construct such finegrained annotations. For some applications, fine-grained annotations could also be incomplete or error-prone. When compared against a non-posthoc attention-based model that also requires no supervised learning of parts, such as the GoogLeNet-GAP model with built-in class activation maps [43] ), our network can achieve better accuracy on this dataset. We do not compare the accuracy of our interpretable network with other non-interpretable methods of more complex architecture (e.g. [20] ), which can achieve better accuracy on this dataset.
The accuracy figures of our interpretable network are obtained from training our network on images of size 224 × 224, using 2000 prototypes (10 per class) of shape 1 × 1 × 512. We also trained our network on cropped bird images of size 336 × 336, using 2400 prototypes (12 per class) of the same shape: the accuracy of this model is 74.0%. Training our network using a larger image size has some added advantages: (1) the image patch (receptive field) corresponding to each prototype is relatively smaller compared to the original image, so direct visualization of the image patch corresponding to each prototype is often enough to see what structural part each prototype is looking for; (2) the map of similarity scores produced by each prototype unit has a larger spatial dimension, and is more likely to generate a smoother activation map for the prototype after upsampling. In the following sections, we use the model we trained on 336 × 336 cropped bird images for analysis. Figure 3 shows the reasoning process of our interpretable network in reaching a classification decision on a test image of a Lincoln sparrow at the top of the figure. Given this test image x, our model first extracts useful features using the convolutional layers f . The extracted features f (x) are then compared against the learned prototypes p j . In particular, for each class k, our network asks the question -Is the given image a bird of class k? The network tries to find evidence for the given image being a bird of class k by comparing patches of the given image with each learned prototype p j of class k (i.e. p j ∈ P k ) in the latent space. For example, in Figure 3 (left), the network tries to find evidence for the given image being a Lincoln sparrow, by comparing its patches with each learned prototype of the Lincoln sparrow class in the latent space: the top three activated prototypes of the Lincoln sparrow class are visualized in the "Prototype" column. This comparison produces a map of similarity scores between patches of the given image and each learned prototype, which can be upsampled and superimposed on the original image to see which part of the given image is activated by each prototype. As shown in the "Activation Map" column in Figure 3 (left), the first prototype of the Lincoln sparrow class activates on the wing/body of the given bird, and the second prototype on the head of the given bird. This means that the network finds a high similarity between the wing/body of the given bird and the prototypical wing/body of a Lincoln sparrow, and a high similarity between the head of the given bird and the prototypical head of a Lincoln sparrow. The network then uses the maximum similarity score between patches of the given image and each prototype as the similarity score between the given image and each prototype. Thus, we can interpret the similarity score between the given image and a prototype as a measure of how much the concept represented by the prototype is present in some part of the given image. In Figure 3 (left), the prototypical wing/body of a Lincoln sparrow is present in some part of the given image with a similarity score of 3.758, and the prototypical head of a Lincoln sparrow is present in some part of the given image with a similarity score of 2.282. These similarity scores are then weighted by the last layer connection between the prototypes and the class we are considering (Lincoln sparrow), to obtain the points contributed by the prototypes to the given image being classified as a Lincoln sparrow. In Figure 3 (left), the first prototype contributes 3.938 points, and the second 3.101 points, and so on, to the given image being classified as a Lincoln sparrow. The reasoning process is similar when the network tries to find evidence for the given image being a bird of some other class: an example is shown in Figure 3 (right). In Figure 3 , the total points contributed by the prototypes to the given bird being classified as a Lincoln sparrow is 22.749, and the total points contributed by the prototypes to the given bird being classified as a Henslow sparrow is 14.891. These total points are precisely the output logits of the Lincoln sparrow class and the Henslow sparrow class. Finally, the network decides that the given image must be the class of the highest total points, i.e. Lincoln sparrow. More examples of how our network classifies can be found in the supplement.
Reasoning Process of Our Network
We want to emphasize that the prototype activation maps produced by our model are fundamentally different from the class activation maps in [43] . Our prototype activation maps are associated with prototypes: they are visualization of which parts in the original image are similar to particular prototypes. The class activation maps are associated with classes: they are visualization of which parts in the original image are important for it being classified as particular classes. Also, our prototype activation maps are produced by the squared L 2 distance computation, whereas the class activation maps are produced by a weighted combination of the conventional inner product.
Analysis of Latent Space
In this section, we analyze the structure of the latent space learned by our interpretable network. We demonstrate that the nearest prototypes of a given image are mostly prototypes associated with the class of the image, and the nearest patches of a given prototype mostly come from those images in the same class as that of the prototype. Moreover, we show that similar parts are consistently highlighted when the original images containing the nearest patches of a given prototype are passed through the network to generate the activation maps. Figure 4 shows the three nearest prototypes to a test image of a ringed kingfisher and also to a test image of a Cerulean warbler. For a given image, we define its nearest prototype as the one that forms the closest patch-prototype pair in the latent space, over all patches of the given image. As we can see from Figure 4 , the nearest prototypes for each of the two test images come from the same class as that of the image. The activation map beside each prototype provides clue for which patch of the original image is closest to the prototype in the latent space: in the top example (ringed kingfisher) of Figure 4 , the patch around the chest of the bird in the test image must be close to the top two prototypes in the latent space, and the patch around the neck of the bird must be close to the third prototype in the latent space, because those regions are the most activated in the respective activation maps. This shows that the latent space learned by our interpretable network does have a clustering structure, where the most relevant patches for classification are close to some prototypes of the same class. Figure 5 shows the nearest image patches (in the latent space) of two prototypes from both the training and the test set. As we can see, the nearest image patches to the first prototype in the figure all contain the white chest of a parakeet auklet, and the nearest image patches to the second prototype all contain the body of a lazuli bunting. To further evaluate which part or semantic concept each prototype is detecting, we generated an activation map for each image patch on each prototype as follows -For each image patch, we passed the original image containing the patch through the network to generate a map of similarity scores between the patches and the prototype of interest. We then upsampled the map of similarity scores to the size of the original image to generate the activation map, and cropped the activation map at the same location as the image patch. The result is the activation map for the prototype of interest on the image patch. This activation map gives us an idea of what each prototype is looking for: the activation maps for the first prototype in Figure 5 on its nearest image patches all highlight the white chest of a parakeet auklet, and the activation maps for the second prototype on its nearest image patches all highlight the body of a lazuli bunting. This demonstrates that our interpretable network is able to learn a meaningful latent space where similar parts or semantic concepts are clustered together, with only weak supervision. The supplementary material contains more examples of the nearest prototypes of given images and the nearest image patches of prototypes. It also includes a t-SNE visualization [21] of the latent space learned by our network.
Case Study 2: Breast Cancer Detection
In this section, we will explore the possibility of applying our interpretable network to high-stakes decision making, where interpretability is the key to whether we can trust the predictions made by a machine learning model. We will use breast cancer detection as our high-stakes application Figure 5 . Nearest image patches (in the latent space) of two prototypes from both the training and the test set. The activation map below each image patch shed lights on which part or semantic concept the prototype is most likely detecting: it is obtained by passing the original image containing the patch through the network to generate a map of similarity scores, which is then upsampled to the size of the original image and cropped at the same location as the image patch.
Why is this region of interest (ROI) classified as malignant?
Evidence for this ROI being malignant: example. We trained and evaluated our interpretable network using the CBIS-DDSM dataset [6, 17, 16] . This is a dataset of mammograms of benign and malignant breast tumors. While it is relatively easy to identify a region of interest (ROI) from a given mammogram, the task of classifying whether an ROI contains a benign or malignant tumor is more difficult. Hence, instead of looking at the entire mammogram, we cropped out the ROI in each mammogram by placing a 224 × 224 square box at the center of each provided ROI mask. The original dataset contains 1520 training images (1001 benign, 519 malignant) and 328 test images (193 benign, 135 malignant). Since the dataset has a small number of training images, we performed offline data augmentation using random rotation, zoom, and left-right flip to enlarge and balance the training set, so that each class has 10000 training images.
We trained our interpretable network on the CBIS-DDSM dataset using a similar architecture and training algorithm as we did on the CUB-200-2011 dataset. The test accuracy of our interpretable network is 82.6%, which is comparable with that of the baseline (non-interpretable) VGG-16 model (84.0% as reported in [28] ). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) of our network is 0.86, which is also comparable with that of VGG-16 (0.89 as reported in [37] ). Figure 6 shows the reasoning process of our interpretable network in reaching a classification decision on a test mammogram ROI at the top of the figure. As we can see, our network considers both the evidence for and against the given ROI containing malignant tumors, by comparing the given ROI with prototypical cases of malignant and benign tumors. Our network also highlights the parts in the given ROI that it thinks is similar to the prototypical cases, as shown by the activation maps. Observe that both the given ROI and the top three activated malignant prototypes (Figure 6 , left) contain a similar distribution of irregular calcifications, and the region of irregular calcifications in the given ROI is highlighted in the activation maps for the three prototypes. On the other hand, both the given ROI and the most activated benign prototype (the first prototype in Figure 6 , right) contain a similarly large volume of calcifications, even though the prototype comes from a training image of benign tumors. The similarity scores from the comparison with prototypes are weighted by the contributions of those prototypes to the class being considered, and then summed to give a final score for the class. In Figure 6 , the final score for the given ROI containing malignant tumors is higher than the final score for it containing benign tumors, so the ROI is (correctly) classified as malignant. This case study will be presented in a separate work. We hope that our work will give both physicians and patients a perspective on evidence from similar mammograms.
Conclusion
In this work, we have defined a form of interpretability in image processing (this looks like that) that agrees with the way humans describe their own reasoning in classification. We have presented a network architecture that accommodates this form of interpretability, where the comparison of image parts to learned prototypes is integral to the way our network classifies new examples. We have described our specialized training algorithm, and applied our technique to bird species identification and breast cancer detection.
Supplementary Material

More Examples of How Our Interpretable Network Classifies Birds
In this section, we provide more examples of how our interpretable network classifies previously unseen images of birds. Figures 7 through 12 give six examples of how our interpretable network correctly classifies a previously unseen image of a bird and how our network explains its prediction. In each of these figures, the left side presents evidence for the given bird belonging to the class with the highest logit, and the right side presents evidence for the given bird belonging to the class with the second highest logit. We shall give some general observations regarding the ways in which our network thinks that the given image is similar to the prototypical cases. The detailed reasoning process of our network has been explained in our main paper, and will not be repeated here. Figure 7 demonstrates how our interpretable network correctly classifies an image of a Baltimore oriole. In particular, our network thinks that the golden chest of the given bird is similar to the prototypical chest of a Baltimore oriole, as evidenced by the activation maps of the two most activated Baltimore oriole prototypes (the first two prototypes in Figure 7 , left): both of these prototypes correspond to the characteristic golden chest of a Baltimore oriole, and their activation maps on the given image also highlights the golden chest of the given bird. Our network also thinks that the black and white striped wing of the given bird is similar to the prototypical wing of a Baltimore oriole, as shown by the activation map of the third most activated Baltimore oriole prototype (the third prototype in Figure 7 , left). On the other hand, our network thinks that there is some resemblance between the golden chest of the given bird and the more yellowish chest of a hooded oriole, as shown by the activation maps of the hooded oriole prototypes (Figure 7 , right), but the resemblance is not as strong as that between the golden chest of the given bird and the prototypical chest of a Baltimore oriole, as shown by the generally smaller similarity scores between the given bird and the hooded oriole prototypes. Not surprisingly, when our network accumulates the evidence presented by the comparison with all the prototypes, it sees that the evidence for the given bird being a Baltimore oriole is the strongest, and concludes that the bird is a Baltimore oriole. Figure 8 demonstrates how our interpretable network correctly classifies an image of a house wren. In particular, our network thinks that the wing of the given bird is similar to the prototypical wing of a house wren (Figure 8, left) . On the other hand, our network thinks that there is some small resemblance between the wing/head of the given bird and the prototypical wing/head of a rock wren (Figure 8, right) . Figure 9 demonstrates how our interpretable network correctly classifies an image of a Kentucky warbler. In particular, our network thinks that the yellow and black striped head of the given bird is very similar to the prototypical head of a Kentucky warbler (Figure 9 , left). Our network also thinks that the yellow chest of the given bird bears some resemblance to the prototypical yellow chest of a tropical kingbird (Figure 9, right) . Figure 10 demonstrates how our interpretable network correctly classifies an image of a pied-billed grebe. In particular, our network thinks that the back and the head of the given bird are similar to the prototypical back and the prototypical head of a pied-billed grebe (Figure 10, left) . Our network also thinks that there is some resemblance between the back of the given bird and the prototypical back of a eared grebe (the first two prototypes in Figure 10, right) , and the resemblance between the neck of the given bird and the prototypical neck of a eared grebe is very small (the third prototype in Figure 10 , right). Figure 11 demonstrates how our interpretable network correctly classifies an image of a western meadowlark. In particular, our network thinks that the wing and the chest of the given bird is similar to the prototypical wing and the prototypical chest of a western meadowlark (Figure 11 , left). Our network also thinks that there is some resemblance between the wing of the given bird and the prototypical wing of a grasshopper sparrow (Figure 11, right) , and not surprisingly, both species have wings that are gray and black striped. Figure 12 demonstrates how our interpretable network correctly classifies an image of a common tern. Different species of terns are strikingly similar, and it is difficult for humans to distinguish them. In this case, our network thinks that there is almost as much evidence for the given bird being a common tern as that for the given bird being a black tern -this is shown by the very close logits (total points) for the common tern class and for the black tern class. Our network thinks that the wings of the given bird are more similar to the prototypical wings of a common tern than to the prototypical wings of a black tern, as shown by the slightly higher similarity scores between the given bird and the common tern prototypes (whose activation maps highlight the wings of the given bird). Note that the second and the third most activated common tern prototypes on the given image (the second and the third prototypes in Figure 12 , left) are the same: this results from the projection of each prototype onto the closest latent representation of training image patches from the prototype's designated class (described in Section 2.2.2 in the main paper) -in this case, the closest training patches to both prototypes are the same before the projection stage, and consequently both prototypes are projected onto the same patch in the latent space. This means that some of the learned prototypes in our network are repeated. However, this is not a problem because we can conceptually understand the repeated prototypes as one prototype, with its weight connection to each class in the fully connected last layer being the sum of the weight connections of those repeated prototypes to that class. Thus, we can understand the second and the third common tern prototypes in Figure 12 (left) as one common tern prototype with class connection 1.323 + 1.323 = 2.646. This also means that the actual number of prototypes used by our interpretable network is in general less than the predetermined number of prototypes when the network architecture is specified. Figures 13 and 14 give two examples when our network mistakes the identity of the given bird -the transparency of our network means that when our network makes a mistake, we are able to see the reasoning behind its misclassification. In each of these figures, the left side presents evidence for the given bird belonging to the predicted class, and the right side presents evidence for the given bird belonging to the actual class. Figure 13 shows why our network identifies the given bird as a prothonotary warbler instead of its true identitya Wilson warbler. As we can see, our network thinks that the wing of the given bird is similar to the prototypical wing of a prothonotary warbler (the first two prototypes in Figure  13 , left). More interestingly, our network also thinks that the head of the given bird is more similar to the prototypical head of a prothonotary warbler than to a Wilson warbler: this is shown by the third prothonotary warbler prototype ( Figure 13, left) , whose activation map on the given image highlights the head of the given bird, having a higher similarity score to the given image than the first and the third Wilson warbler prototypes (Figure 13, right) , whose activation maps on the given image also highlight the head of the given bird. In the end, the network finds more evidence for the given bird being a prothonotary warbler than being a Wilson warbler. Figure 14 shows why our network identifies the given bird as a red cockaded woodpecker instead of its true identity -a downy woodpecker. By looking at the activation maps and the similarity scores, we see our network thinks that the wing of the given bird is more similar to the prototypical wing of a red cockaded woodpecker than to the prototypical wing of a downy woodpecker, and it finds more evidence in the end for the given bird being a red cockaded woodpecker than being a downy woodpecker.
More Examples of Nearest Prototypes of Given Images
In this section, we provide more examples of the nearest prototypes of given test images. Figure 15 shows the three nearest prototypes to each of the six test bird images (the activation map beside each prototype provides clue for which patch of the original image is closest to the prototype in the latent space). For a given image, we define its nearest prototype as the one that forms the closest patch-prototype pair in the latent space, over all patches of the given image. As we can see from Figure 15 , the nearest prototypes for each of these test images generally come from the same class as that of the image. There are some exceptions: for example, the third nearest prototype for the cardinal in Figure 15 corresponds to the body of a summer tanager, and the third nearest prototype for the blue winged warbler corresponds to the wing of a Cerulean warbler. This is understandable, because a cardinal has a red body much like that of a summer tanager, and a blue winged warbler has blue and white-striped wings much like those of a Cerulean warbler. Hence, it is not too surprising that the red body of the cardinal in Figure 15 is close to the prototypical red body of a summer tanager (as shown by the strong activation around the body of the cardinal in the activation map), and the blue and white-striped wing of the blue winged warbler is close to the prototypical wing of a Cerulean warbler in the latent space (as shown by the strong activation around the wing of the blue winged warbler in the activation map). This shows that the latent space learned by our interpretable network does have a clustering structure, where semantically similar patches that are relevant for classification are clustered together. Figure 16 gives two examples that show the limitations of our approach. The example on the left shows that our method sometimes chooses latent representations corresponding to image background as prototypes and clusters image patches around these background prototypes in the latent space: as shown in Figure 16 (left), the green background in the downy woodpecker image looks like that in a bay breasted warbler image or a ruby throated hummingbird image. While the green background does in some ways help our network classify (e.g. the presence of a green background means that the bird most likely lives in the woods, and is less likely a water or sea bird), it may sometimes cause our network to misclassify (because there are many bird species that live in the woods). The example on the right of Figure 16 shows that sometimes the nearest prototypes of an image may not come from the image's own class. ure 16 (right), the wing of the yellow bellied flycatcher bears strong resemblance to the prototypical wing of a black capped vireo, a white eyed vireo, or an Acadian flycatcher. However, these limitations do not detract from our finding that semantically similar patches are close in the latent space: in the former example, the image patches corresponding to green background are close in the latent space, and in the latter example, the patches corresponding to similar wings are close in the latent space, albeit from different classes. Figure 17 shows the nearest image patches (in the latent space) of ten prototypes from both the training and the test set, along with an activation map for each prototype on each image patch (how these activation maps were generated has been described in our main paper). As we can see, the nearest image patches to each prototype in the figure all contain similar bird parts, and the activation maps for each prototype on its nearest image patches all highlight similar structures of birds (e.g. wings). This demonstrates that our interpretable network is able to learn a meaningful latent space where similar parts or semantic concepts are clustered together, with only weak supervision.
More Examples of Nearest Image Patches of Given Prototypes
t-SNE Visualization of Latent Space
The examples of the nearest prototypes of given images and those of the nearest image patches of given prototypes presented in the previous sections already demonstrate that the learned latent space of our network has a clustering structure where semantically similar patches are clustered Figure 16 . Nearest prototypes of two test images: the example on the left shows that some prototypes correspond to image background and these background prototypes could be some of the nearest prototypes of a given image; the example on the right shows that sometimes the nearest prototypes of an image may not come from the image's own class.
around prototypes. In this section, we provide another visualization of the latent space using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding, or t-SNE [21] . For the sake of visual clarity, we use only the first five species of birds in the test Figure 17 . Nearest image patches (in the latent space) of ten prototypes from both the training and the test set. The activation map below each image patch shed lights on which part or semantic concept the prototype is most likely detecting: it is obtained by passing the original image containing the patch through the network to generate a map of similarity scores, which is then upsampled to the size of the original image and cropped at the same location as the image patch.
Black footed Albatross Laysan Albatross Sooty Albatross Groove billed Ani Crested Auklet Figure 18 . t-SNE visualization of latent representations of test images from five classes. Each dot represents the closest patch of a test image to some prototype, and each cross represents a prototype. Each color represents a different class identity. set in our visualization. Since we require only one patch from every image to be close to one of the prototypes of its own class in our training objective (see the definition of the cluster cost in Section 2.2.1 in the main paper), for each test image, we embed only the latent representation of the patch that is closest to one of the prototypes of its own class for visualization. Figure 18 shows the t-SNE visualization of the latent representations of the test image patches: each dot in the figure represents the closest patch of a test image to some prototype of its own class, and each cross represents a prototype. Figure 19 shows the same t-SNE embedding but with dots and crosses replaced by the image patches: the images with rectangular bounding boxes are the test image patches, and the images with sawtooth bounding boxes are the visualizations of the prototypes. As shown in Figures 18 and 19 , the test image patches are clustered around the prototypes of their respective classes, and the clusters from different classes are in general well separated from each other.
Training Details
In this section, we describe the hyperparameters we used to train our interpretable network on the CUB-200-2011 dataset.
In the first training stage (stochastic gradient descent of the layers before the fully connected last layer, described in Black footed Albatross Laysan Albatross Sooty Albatross Groove billed Ani Crested Auklet Figure 19 . t-SNE visualization of latent representations of test images from five classes. The images with rectangular bounding boxes are the test image patches, and the images with sawtooth bounding boxes are the visualizations of the prototypes. Each color represents a different class identity. This figure shows the same t-SNE embedding as Figure 18 , but with dots and crosses replaced by the image patches. Section 2.2.1 in the main paper), we set the coefficient λ 1 of the cluster cost in the training objective to 1. We set the coefficient λ 2 of the separation cost to 0.1 when we trained our network on 224 × 224 full/cropped bird images, and to 0.25 when we trained our network on 336×336 cropped bird images. We also used weight decay on the convolutional layers of our network, with coefficient 10 −3 . In our experiments, we divided this training stage into two sub-stages. In the first sub-stage, we loaded the pre-trained weights and biases of the VGG-16 network into the first 13 convolutional layers of our network and fixed these layers, and trained only the two additional 1 × 1 convolutional layers as well as the prototype layer with learning rate 3×10 −3 , for 5 epochs. In the second sub-stage, we trained all the convolutional layers and the prototype layer jointly, using 10 −4 learning rate for the first 13 convolutional layers and 3 × 10 −3 learning rate for the two additional convolutional layers and the prototype layer, for another 5 epochs. We then trained these layers for one more epoch using 1/10 of the original learning rates for the respective layers. We used Adam optimization [1] in this training stage.
In the third training stage (convex optimization of the last layer, described in Section 2.2.3 in the main paper), we set the coefficient λ of the sparsity term in the training objective to 10 −4 . We used Adam optimization with a learning rate of 10 −4 to optimize the last layer. The hyperparameters we used to train our network on the CBIS-DDSM dataset are similar, except that in the first training stage, we set both the coefficient λ 1 of the cluster cost and the coefficient λ 2 of the separation cost in the training objective to 10 −3 , and we trained all the convolutional layers and the prototype layer jointly from the beginning, using Adam optimization with 10 −5 learning rate for the first 13 convolutional layers and 3 × 10 −4 learning rate for the two additional convolutional layers and the prototype layer. In the third training stage, we set the coefficient λ of the sparsity term in the training objective to 10 −3 , and used Adam optimization with a learning rate of 10 −4 to optimize the last layer.
